**Smoke and Mirrors on Race and the Death Penalty**

*By Kent Scheidegger*

**Introduction**

Claims that the death penalty is enforced in a manner that discriminates on the basis of race have long been prominent in the capital punishment debate. In its 1972 decision in *Furman v. Georgia*, the Supreme Court relied on the Eighth Amendment’s Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause to throw out the capital punishment laws then in existence, but the Equal Protection Clause lay just beneath the surface of the opinions. Congress and 38 state legislatures rewrote their laws to put more structure into the sentencing decision so as to reduce the possibility of racial bias.

In January 2003, a study of capital punishment in Maryland was widely reported as confirming the claim that race remains a large factor. “Large Racial Disparity Found By Study of Md. Death Penalty,” said the headline in the Washington Post. A hard look at the numbers tells a different story. First, however, a review of the background is in order.

**The McCleskey Case**

The most widely known study of race and capital punishment is the one involved in a Supreme Court case, *McCleskey v. Kemp*. The NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. (LDF) asked a group of researchers headed by Dr. David Baldus to undertake a study for the specific purpose of using the results to challenge Georgia’s capital punishment system. The LDF also arranged funding for the study. One result of this study was undisputed. “What is most striking about these results is the total absence of any race-of-defendant effect.” The reforms after *Furman v. Georgia* had successfully eliminated discrimination against black defendants as a substantial factor in capital sentencing. This was consistent with a variety of studies done in other states.

With their primary argument disproved by their own study, McCleskey’s defenders proceeded to a federal *habeas corpus* hearing on a different theory. The Baldus group claimed to have found a “race-of-victim” effect. That is, after controlling for other factors, murders of black victims are somewhat less likely to result in a death sentence than murders of white victims. Based on a mechanical “culpability index,” Dr. Baldus identified a class of clearly aggravated cases where the death penalty was consistently imposed, a class of clearly mitigated cases where it was almost never imposed, and a mid-range where it was sometimes imposed, exactly the way a discretionary system should work. It was only within the mid-range that the race of the victim was claimed to be a factor. After an extensive hearing with experts on both sides, the federal District Court found numerous problems with Dr. Baldus’s data and methods. Most important, though, was a finding that the model claiming to show a race-of-victim effect had failed to account for the legitimate factor of the strength of the prosecution’s case for guilt. When a different model that accounted for that factor was used, the race-of-victim effect disappeared.

Despite this finding, and contrary to normal appellate practice, the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court assumed on appeal that Dr. Baldus had actually proven his case. Ever since, the Supreme Court’s opinion in *McCleskey* has been cited for “facts” which it merely assumed, and which the trial court had found were false. The Court held that even if the statistics were valid, “McCleskey cannot prove a constitutional violation by demonstrating that other defendants who may be similarly situated did not receive the death penalty.”

This holding points out what is so very odd about this race-of-victim bias claim. The benchmark of our society for what kind of case “deserves” the death penalty is established in those cases where race is not a factor, i.e., in those cases where the murderer, the victim, and the decision-makers are all the same race. Traditionally, at least in the Southeast, that would be the case where they are all white. A race-of-defendant bias would mean that there are black defendants on death row who would have been sentenced to life if their cases had been measured by the benchmark. That is a valid ground for attacking the death penalty, as was done successfully in *Furman*. However, a race-of-victim effect means that every murderer on death row would still be there if the bias were eliminated and every case judged by the race-neutral benchmark, but a few more murderers would be there as well. The unjust verdicts which result from a system biased against black victims are the cases that should result in a death sentence according to the race-neutral criteria, but which result in life sentences instead. McCleskey’s sentence was correct when measured against the race-neutral benchmark, and he was justly executed for gunning down a police officer in the performance of his duty. The unjust sentences, if Dr. Baldus is correct, are in the similar cases where equally culpable murderers get off with life.

**Post-McCleskey Studies**

The *McCleskey* decision shut down Baldus-type studies as tools of federal litigation. Similar studies since then have been done in a few states where state courts chose not to follow *McCleskey* on independent state grounds, where legislative or executive branches commissioned them, or where there were done independently of government.

The California Attorney General commissioned the RAND Corporation to study that state’s system in preparation for *McCleskey*-type litigation which was subsequently
dismissed. Using a different methodology, Klein and Rolph found no evidence of racial discrimination based on either the race of the victim or the race of the defendant.15

In New Jersey, the Supreme Court appointed a succession of special masters, the first one being Dr. Baldus, to study the death penalty in that state. The 2001 report of Judge David Baime reports that the statistical evidence supports neither the thesis of race-of-defendant bias nor that of race-of-victim bias in determining the likelihood that a defendant will be sentenced to death.16 Statewide data do show that proportionately more white-victim cases advance to the penalty phase. However, this is not actually caused by race of the victim, but rather by different prosecutorial practices in counties with different populations. Prosecutors in the more urban counties, with proportionately more black residents and hence more black-victim cases, take fewer potentially capital cases to a penalty trial. Conversely, prosecutors in the less urban counties, which generally have higher percentage white populations, seek relatively more death sentences. “New Jersey is a small and densely populated state. It is, nevertheless, a heterogeneous one. It is thus not remarkable that the counties do not march in lock-step in the manner in which death-eligible cases are prosecuted.”17

The Nebraska Legislature commissioned a study, which was headed by Dr. Baldus and George Woodworth, the lead researchers of the McCleskey study. This study found no significant evidence of sentencing disparity based on race of the defendant, race of the victim, or socioeconomic status.18 The study did find differences among counties, particularly between urban and rural. The Baldus group uses the term “geographic disparity”19 to describe the same phenomenon that Judge Baime calls not marching in lock-step. However, the Baldus group found that the trial judges, who did the sentencing in Nebraska at this time, effectively corrected for the difference.20

In January 2000, the United States Justice Department released raw data on the ethnic breakdown of persons for whom the death penalty was sought at various stages of federal prosecutions and on those finally sentenced to death.21 Federal prosecution of violent crime has been targeted specifically at drug-trafficking organized crime for many years. From 1988 to 1994, the only federal death penalty in force was the Drug Kingpin Act.22 No one should be surprised that the organizations smuggling drugs from Latin America are largely Hispanic or that the drug-fueled, violent gangs of the inner city are largely black. So there should have been no surprise that the federal death row has a very large percentage of black and Hispanic murderers, as this report showed it does. The shock and dismay that accompanied the release of this report23 was entirely unwarranted. The data gathering process continued and, sure enough, the proportion of minorities for whom the death penalty is sought or obtained reflects the pool of potentially capital cases which are appropriate for federal prosecution.24

A study by a legislative commission in Virginia produced results similar to the New Jersey and Nebraska studies. “The findings clearly indicate that race plays no role in the decisions made by local prosecutors to seek the death penalty in capital-eligible cases.”25 However, urban prosecutors do seek it less often than rural ones.26 In interviews with the urban prosecutors, the reason most often given for seeking the death penalty less often was the reluctance of urban juries to impose it.27

The Maryland Study

With the background of these other studies in mind, analysis of the Paternoster study in Maryland28 is straightforward. Prior to the year 2000, there had been four studies of the death penalty in Maryland, but none of them had information on the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of the individual cases. Thus, they lacked the essential information to make a judgment about the administration of the death penalty in Maryland.29 In 2000, Governor Glendenning funded a study to gather that information.

The study began with a database of approximately 6,000 cases where the defendant was convicted of first- or second-degree murder between 1978 and 1999.30 That is about 40% less than the approximately 10,000 cases of murder and voluntary manslaughter in that period,31 so presumably the remainder were voluntary manslaughter, unsolved cases, or cases where a perpetrator was identified but evidence was insufficient to convict.

One of the essential requirements of a valid post-Furman death penalty statute is that it first narrow the category of defendants for whom the death penalty can even be considered.32 Maryland law does this by requiring that the murder meet all of the following criteria: (1) the murder was first degree; (2) the defendant was a principal in the first degree (i.e., the actual killer, rather than just an accomplice); (3) the defendant was at least 18; (4) the defendant was not retarded; and (5) at least one of a list of ten aggravating circumstances is true.33 The most common aggravating circumstance is murder in the course of a rape, robbery, or certain other felonies. The Paternoster group determined that 1,311 out of 5,978 murder convictions were “death eligible.”34 Before any decision-maker exercises any discretion, Maryland law whittles the class of murderers eligible for the death penalty to a mere 22% of the total. Maryland’s criteria therefore easily meet the constitutional requirement of a meaningful narrowing of the eligible class.

Prosecutor discretion in seeking the death penalty and continuing the case to a penalty hearing further reduced the number of hearings to 14% of the original 1,311. Juries actually imposed death sentences in about 42% of the cases where they were asked, or about 6% of the originally eligible cases. The key question is what part, if any, racial discrimination plays in these two discretionary steps: the decision of
the prosecutor to ask the jury for the death penalty, and the
decision of the jury, when asked, to actually impose it. A
further subdivision is whether the race of the defendant or
the race of the victim makes a difference.

The study also asks about so-called “geographic disparity,” at one point even equating such “disparity” with
“arbitrariness.” The study appears to simply assume throughout that variation by county is a problem on the same
order as racial discrimination. In other words, contrary to
Judge Baime’s report in New Jersey, the Paternoster report
appears to assume that Maryland’s counties should “march
in lock-step.” This assumption colors the entire report.

The report then tabulates numbers of cases by race
and by county without adjusting for case characteristics. However, the meat of the study lies in the adjusted race data,
and the combined effects of race and county. First, there is
the result, that by all rights, should have been the headline
story. After adjusting for relevant case characteristics, so as
to compare apples to apples, there is no difference between
the death sentence rates of black and white offenders, be-
yond the inevitable level of statistical “noise” inherent in
such studies. “In sum, we have found no evidence that the
race of the defendant matters in the processing of capital
cases in the state.”

Although this result is consistent with the other
studies discussed above, it is completely contrary to the
popular conception of the death penalty in America. For any
American institution to eliminate the primary racial effect of
concern to the point that it is lost in the statistical grass is an
accomplishment to be celebrated with fireworks and cham-
pagne. Instead, this finding was barely noticed.

On the race-of-victim effect, the picture is murky.
There are various ways to analyze the data. Some ways
show a significant race of victim effect while others do not.
Different regression models can be constructed by choosing
which variables to include. Paternoster reports that “considered
alone the race of the victim matters, those who kill white
victims are at a substantially increased risk of being sen-
tenced to death . . . .” But considering race alone is wrong.
A different model considering race and jurisdiction together
yields a very different result:

“When the prosecuting jurisdiction is added to the
model, the effect for the victim’s race diminishes substan-
tially, and is no longer statistically significant. This would
suggest that jurisdiction and race of victim are confounded.
There are state’s attorneys in Maryland who more frequently
pursue the death penalty than others. It also happens that
there are more white victim homicides committed in those
jurisdictions where there is a more frequent pursuit of the
death penalty.”

What this means, in English, is that some counties
in Maryland elect tougher-on-crime prosecutors and have
tougher juries than other counties. In the tougher counties,
a murder in the middle range is more likely to result in a death
sentence than a similar murder in a softer county. Support for
tough-on-crime measures generally and capital punishment
in particular is substantially correlated with race. One poll
earlier this year found whites in favor of capital punishment
(68-27) and blacks opposed (40-56). For this reason, the
tougher counties are likely to have a higher proportion of
white residents and hence white crime victims.

What the Paternoster group calls “geographic dis-
parity” is, in reality, local government in action. This is ex-
actly the way our system is supposed to work. We elect our
trial-level prosecutors by county so that local people have
local control over how the discretion of that office is exer-
cised. If the voters of suburban Baltimore County choose to
elect a prosecutor who seeks the death penalty frequently,
while the voters of downtown Baltimore City elect one who
seeks it rarely, that is their choice.

Prosecutors also make judgments about the kinds of
cases in which the juries of their area will impose the death
penalty. This form of local control, the jury of the vicinage, is
one of our cherished rights going back to the common law.
Parliament’s violation of this right was one of the reasons for
the American Revolution. The right is guaranteed, albeit in
modified form appropriate for the federal courts, in the Sixth
Amendment.

Why, one might ask, is there so much hyperventilating about “geographic disparity”? Apparently,
it is because all the other discrimination arguments against
capital punishment have failed. The post-Furman reforms
have been a resounding success in smashing the form of
discrimination of greatest concern: the race of the defen-
dant. In study after study, race-of-victim bias is either nonex-
istent or disappears when legitimate variables are accounted
for. What is left is to create a brand new requirement of
statewide uniformity, flatly contrary to the American tradi-
tion of local control, and then declare our judicial system a
failure for violating this ex post facto requirement. It is an
elaborate sleight of hand.

The Real Problem

Debunking the racial discrimination claim does not
mean that everything is just fine in Maryland, or any other
state. The Paternoster study does indicate a very real prob-
lem. The people of Baltimore City and Prince George’s County
are receiving an inferior quality of justice. A murderer who
kills a resident of one of those counties is more likely to get
off with a life sentence under circumstances where the death
penalty is warranted.

Failure to use the death penalty where it is war-
ranted can have fatal consequences for innocent people.
Although the deterrence debate has not yet been conclusively resolved, a mounting body of scholarship confirms what common sense has always told us: a death penalty that is actually enforced saves innocent lives.44

We can make a rough calculation with the Paternoster study’s unadjusted geographic data45 to get an idea of the magnitude of the problem. Baltimore City had a fraction of 0.435 of the state’s 1311 death-eligible homicides, or 570. At the statewide average rate of death sentences, that would yield 33, instead of the 10 that Baltimore City actually produced. The Emory study estimates that each execution saves 18 innocent lives through deterrence.46 If the additional 23 death sentences had been imposed and carried out,47 over 400 murders could have been deterred.

That is a staggering toll of death caused by insufficient use and execution of the death penalty. Even if this rough calculation is off by a factor of four, that would still be over 100 people murdered who could have been saved.

To properly protect the people in Baltimore City and other jurisdictions like it, we must restore public confidence in and support of capital punishment, so that prosecutors can seek it in appropriate cases, and juries will impose it. The first step toward that end is to debunk the myth that capital punishment is imposed discriminatorily. The numbers are there in the opponents’ own studies, once we cut through the spin and look at the facts.
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